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Revolutionary and Modular.
Replace the valve without removing the shank. Complete 
a repair in seconds, without fully draining the tank.

Fast. 
Install in minutes, replace in seconds. 

Professional and Highest Quality. 
Durable brass shank and premium packaging options give 
every install a professional look and long lifespan.

Patent Pending
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Overview
Hubz is a revolutionary modular plumbing connection system 
from Tribal, providing time and cost savings to the plumber and 
ease of stocking and distribution to the wholesaler.

The toilet fill valves brass shank is durable and installs just  
like a standard fill valve. Replacing the fill valve is even easier: 
you need no tools, and you don’t even need to completely 
drain the tank. 

Modular
Every HubzPro Fill Valve can attach to any HubzPro brass shank,  
which makes replacing a fill valve quick and easy. With a brass 
shank already installed, simply unscrew the Hubz connection 
on the existing valve and screw on a new one. There’s no 
need for any tools, no mess and best of all no puddles on the 
bathroom floor.

Easy to Use 
Once the initial install is done, never drain your toilet 
tank again! Since the Hubz connection is made inside the 
bowl, simply unscrew the valve and screw on a new one.  
Replacement can be done in minutes with no tools, no  
puddles and no mess. 

What is Hubz?
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Durability & Protection
The Hubz male side is made from three parts - the inner brass 
connection with o-rings, the receiver, and the outer black poly 
nut. The o-rings compress to the I.D. of the receiver, and the 
nut screws onto the receiver threads.

Two huge benefits stem from this, the first being protection. 
The o-rings are always protected. The poly nut protects 
in transit and on the shelf. After installation, they are then 
protected by the receiver. Second, this strong connection  
is engineered and requires no pipe dope or thread  
sealing tape.

Compare this to push and compression fittings. 
Since they compress to the O.D. of the pipe, 
they are less secure than Hubz and can mar 
the surface of the tube. They also require tools 
to remove – a Hubz connection is tool-free.
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Easy to Install & Easier to Replace
Your initial HubzPro install will be the same as any other 
fill valve, so there are no surprises.  However, it comes 
with a high quality brass shank.

A replacement install is where Hubz really shines. Leave 
the brass shank Hubz receiver in place and unscrew 
only the top portion of the fill valve.

Packaging Options
HubzPro Fill Valves are available to buy in bulk or in 
retail packaged boxes. Point of purchase displays are 
also available for wholesalers and retailers.

Pro Quality
The heavy-duty, no-break brass shank Hubz receiver 
should not need to be replaced once installed.  The 
fill valve itself is a high-quality, low-noise valve for 
the highest caliber professional installation.

Features & Benefits
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No-Break Brass Shank
Heavy-duty brass shank is ultra 
high quality and long lasting

Brass Shank Stays in Place
Once installed, the brass shank 

stays installed when the valve is 
replaced: simply unscrew the Hubz 

nut and screw on a new valve

Adjustable Height
Sets the level of water in the 
tank for each flush

High Quality Fill Hose
Easily connects to fill tube

Anti-siphon Design
Complies with all plumbing 

codes and is incredibly quiet

No Ballcock Needed
Built in float removes the need 

for a separate ballcock

Hubz Connection
For the fastest and easiest  

fill valve replacement 360° Swivel
The Hubz nut allows a 360° swivel of 
attached part while still maintaining  
its secure and tight connection, making 
any installation simple and easy. 
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PROBLEM: Too Much Stock. It’s typical to stock heavy-duty and 
light-duty fill valves for different installations, taking up valuable 
space on shelves or in trucks.

SOLUTION: Modular Design. Stock only one HubzPro Fill 
Valve for high quality, low cost installations across the board. 
Replacements for repeat customers provide even more savings.

BRASS SHANK RECEIVER
Durable, solid, heavy-duty brass shank is one of the best on the market for a 
professional looking and long-lasting installation.

Replacing a fill valve is an annoying, messy process that 
requires you to drain the entire toilet tank and usually ends 
with puddles on the bathroom floor, which is bad. Since 
HubzPro leaves the brass shank installed, replacements are 
significantly easier and cheaper than with standard fill valves. 
Also, they do not break when the nut is tightened.

Problem/Solution

SOLUTION

PROBLEM: Draining the Tank is Messy. With a standard fill  
valve, the entire tank must be drained to install a replacement.  
This means extra preparation, puddles on the bathroom floor,  
or both.

SOLUTION: Leave the Shank Installed. With HubzPro, only the 
valve above the shank is replaced so the tank can be adequately 
drained with just a flush. Replacing a Hubz fill valve is as easy as 
changing a lightbulb.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

PROBLEM
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PROBLEM

PROBLEM: Plastic Shanks are Flimsy. A typical residential fill 
valve has a plastic shank to save on cost, but those cost savings 
also come with reduced quality and durability. They can break 
when the nut is tightened to them.

PROBLEM: Replacing a Fill Valve is Time Consuming. 
Replacing a standard fill valve can take a lot of time, and 
depending on the connections, require several tools. Not the 
best use of your valuable time.

SOLUTION: Replace in Seconds. Since the HubzPro brass shank 
receiver is not removed, you don’t even need to drain the whole 
tank. Simply unscrew the HubzPro Fill Valve and screw on a new 
one with no tools and no mess, in almost no time.

SOLUTION: Brass Shanks are Durable. They will not break. 
And since you only install the shank once with HubzPro, you 
have even more cost savings than with a plastic shank, without 
sacrificing a professional installation.

FILL VALVE
The fill valve is incredibly quiet and high-quality. With Hubz, the quality brass shank prevents breaks, leaks and call backs. Also, the permanent shank design means no tank 
draining at replacement — which is cheaper, faster and has no shank waste!

SOLUTION

SOLUTION

PROBLEM
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Installation Comparison:
Standard Fill Valve Replacement

Labor Cost
Standard Fill Valve   $43.75

Replacement

30 Minutes
REPLACEMENT 
TIME SAVINGS

Over $37 
LABOR SAVINGS
PER REPLACEMENT 
Assuming $75 per labor hour

VS.

20

10

30

5

20

10

30

Installation Comparison:
HubzPro Fill Valve Replacement

Labor Cost
HubzPro Replacement Fill Valve  $6.25

35
MINUTES

MINUTES
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1

Step One. Drain Tank.
Drain the tank with a flush.

 n Turn off supply
 n Flush toilet. With Hubz, there’s no need to completely 

drain the tank since the shank stays in place

Step Two. Replace Fill Valve.
Replacing the valve is as easy as changing a light bulb.

 n Unscrew existing Hubz connection
 n Screw on new HubzPro fill valve with 

no tools and no pipe dope

2

Replacement Installation

Dollar amounts based on $75/hour

NO. OF REPLACEMENTS: 1 10 100 1,000

at least 30 mins
$37.50 

over 5 hours
over $375

over 50 hours
over $3,750

over 500 hours
over $37,000

CALCULATED TIME SAVINGS
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FILL VALVES

HBZFVR

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION MIN QTY CASE QTY

HBZFV01 1/2" Hubz Fill Valve with Brass Shank - Bulk Package 40 40

HBZFVR 1/2" Hubz Replacement Fill Valve - Bulk Package 40 40

HBZFV03PK 1/2" Hubz Fill Valve with Brass Shank - Box Package 40 40

HBZFV04PK 1/2" Hubz Fill Replacement Valve - Box Package 40 40

HBZFV01 HBZFV04PKHBZFV03PK

Other Hubz Products Contact us directly at 269-781-3901 
or email us at info@tribalmfg.com.

Hubz Sillcocks Hubz Tap-A-Tee™ Hubz Check Valves

Hubz Full-Port Valves

Hubz Box System

Hubz Water Heater Connectors Hubz ManifoldsHubz Supply Stop System

Contact Tribal
To order or for more information, contact Tribal Manufacturing:
1.269.781.3901
www.tribalbrass.com

Coming Soon
More Hubz products are being developed and will be available 
soon. Keep your eyes out for manifolds, fittings, water heater 
connectors and more.
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About the Tribe
Tribal invents parts.  We make parts.  We market parts.  But, 
Tribal is more than the sum of its parts. We are a Tribe. And, we 
don’t just fight for your business; we fight alongside you, to 
help you win new customers and grow your business. When 
you choose Tribal, you join our Tribe, and we join yours.

Who is the Tribe?
Tribal is a highly automated, quality-focused inventing, 
machining and manufacturing company with a remarkable 
infrastructure and equipment list. More importantly, Tribal is 
good people. In a time when most other companies like Tribal 
have shut their doors or moved their operations, Tribal stands 
resolute. We are proud to serve you as a quality manufacturer in 
the heart of Michigan and South Carolina, USA.

What is the Tribe?
Tribal is one of the most efficient and capable machining 
operations in the world – giving us world class quality and 
world class pricing.  We are fast and automated, due to our 
multi-generational industry experience and impressive fleet of 
equipment. We are also nimble and can master smaller orders, 
customized parts and fast turn-around times for new product 
and project development. We are cost efficient. We have low 
overhead to help control costs. Nevertheless, we still have an 
innovative development staff that allows us to add value to 
your organization with new ideas and value engineering.

Why the name Tribal?
We like the idea of partnerships. It is in God’s plan, we  
believe, that man is able to achieve more working together 
than he is alone. Whether it is through a family or a company 
or a country or a Tribe, when we work together on a common 
cause, great things can happen …and rather quickly, too.  
This basic idea makes sense to us. It's what we want for 
those who work at Tribal. It's what we want for our customer 
relationships. We want great things to happen for you.  
And — we liked the name!

Why join the Tribe?
Tribal understands that businesses are built on reputations, and they are not built overnight. To build your business, you first build your 
reputation. Your success was built one brick, one sale at a time. We understand that struggle and want to assist you with it, to help your 
business grow into the future. When you choose Tribal, you hire the Tribe.

About Tribal
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